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Preface 

The Office, Chief of Engineers, in a letter dated 27 July 1954, 

subject, "Prefabricated Piers -- Foundations Investigations," requested 

the Waterways Experiment Station to make a soils foundation investiga

tion and analysis of a teach site near le Verdon, France, where the 

Transportation Research and Development Command, Transportation Corps, 

U. s. Army, planned to conduct offshore cargo discharge exercises uti

lizing DeLong piers. The selection of a site for the exercises was the 

responsibility of Headquarters-, U. s. Army-, Euroire, Communicatt-on Zone, 

Orleans, France. 

The investigations were conducted in October 1954 by personnel ot 
the Waterways Experiment Station assisted by military personnel of the 

11th Transportation Port, Conmiand B, APO 217, U. S. Army. Personnel of 

the Soils Division, Waterways Experiment Station, who participated in 

the investigation and analysis were Messrs. W. J. Turnbull, W. G. 

Shockley, T. B. Goode, A. L. Mathews, and A. o. Brm:n. This report 

vas prepared by Mr. Mathews. 
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S11r:mary 

A soils foundation investigation and analysis was made in October 

1954 at a site on the west coast of France selected for the proposed in

stallation of DeLong piers as offshore terminals for an aerial tramway 

to be operated by t:ie Transportation Research and Dcvelop!Ilent Command 

during offshore c&rgo discharge exercises, designated as OPERATION NODEX. 

The investigation and analysis were made to determine the suitability of 

the site for the installation of the pier and tramway system. Split

spoon soil sample borings and dynamic cone penetration tests vere made 

at the site. Laboratory tests were made on a representative sample ot 
typical harbor bottom sand. '!'he tests parformed on the foundation soils 

sbov that a spud peneti·ation of approximately 15 ft can be obtained with 

the availa~le spud- d:ri?ing t'orce and that- t.11is- ~'1eLration_ will_ mobilize 

sufficient bearing capacity to support the loaded piers. The foundation 

conditions will permit erection of the pier at any location in the area 

tested within limits of the length of the sp11cs, allowing for 15-tt 

penetration into the soil. 



DELONG PIE.i.\ TESTS AT LE VERDON, FRANCE 

Introduction 

1. As part of the Armed Forces testing program for DeLong piers, 

the Transportation Research and Development COIIre1and planned to use these 

piers as offshore terminals for aerial tramways in offshore cargo exer

cises on the west coast of France. The site selected for the exercises, 

designated OPERATION NODEX, \las a beach on the south side of the Gironde 

River, just upstream from Point de Grave, adjacent to the town of Le 

Verdon. Other discharge exercises,. in which DeLong pier tramway instal

lations were not used, had been held previously at this location and in

formation was available as to the length of usable beach, width of beach 

at low and high tides, beach gradients, approach, sur~, tidal range, cur

rents 1 soil materials-, and teITain immediately- benind the beach.- Bov-

ever, the Transportation Research and Development Cor.mia~d desired addi

tional information on the foundation soils at the site. These data to

gether with information obtained in tests conducted with DeLong piers at 

other sites we~e to be used to determine the suitability of the proposed 

site for the ins~allation of the pier and tramway system. 

2. The 'Wl·eckage of a large concrete dock, knovn as Mole d 'Escale, 

was located adjacent to the site. Borings had been made along the center 

line of this dock prior to its construction, and a soil profile compiled 

from these borings together vith a log of the water well at Le Verdon 

fUrnishec o.d,!ance information on soil stratification to an approximate 

elevation of -100 ft msl. 

Pier Details 

3. The DeLong pier aerial tramway U.'lit to be installed at Le 

Verdon consists of two pier barges 300 by 90 by 13 ft, each equipped 

with a tral!IW8y tover and 22 spuds 100 ft long and 6 ft in diameter, tvo 

platform barges 45 by 56 b~ 6 ft, each equipped with a tramvay tower and 

four spuds 100 ft long and 6 ft in diameter, land tower units, a land 



anchor, tour sky cars, cables, and auxiliary equipment tor erection and 

operation of the unit~ The number of land tower units required will be 
dictated by the distance i'rom the beach to the land tcrmiMl of the 
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·tra.rnway:. - --- -- -----------~-------- - ,.. ,_ -

4. The 6-ft-OD spuds are hollow and circular, with a wall thick· 

ness of 3/4 in. A 3/4·in.•thick reinforcing ring, 9 in, in height, is 
welded to the inside of the spuds at the bottom and a solid diaphrasm is 

welded to the walls 15 ft above the bottom. Two 2•in.oodiameter vent 

holes are located in the spud wall diametrically opposite each other 

Just below the diaphragm. These holes prevent air and water from being 

trapped in the spuds below the diaphragm during driving and facilitate 

the pulling of the spuds. In addition, tt.IO removable plugs are located 

l ft and 7 ft above the diaphragm. These plugs can be removed externally, 

and in the event the installation is dismantled they will be used during_ 

pulling operations to drain water trapped above the diaphragm. The spuds 

operate through spud wells in the barges and are activated by air Jacks. 

Foundation ?xJ>loratiOJ! 

5. A procram for foundation exploration and testing was developed 

after the available foundation data. were revier..,ed. Water depth soundings 
were made off the beach area to determine the configuration ot the harbor 
bottom. Three split-spoon borings and nine dynamic cone soundings were 
made by the Wate1va:,.·s Experiment Station survey team. Plate l shows the 

harbor bottom contoitrs constructed from the water depth soundings, and 

the loct.t!ons of the Le Verdon water well, the soil borings ma.de along 
the center line of the Mole d'Escale (section A·A), the split-spoon bor

ings (S·l, s .. 2, and s.3), and the dynamic cone soundings (c-1 through 

c-9). 
Split-spoon boril!§B 

6. Soil samples were taken from the three split-spoon borings with 

a standard 2·in.-OD, 1·3/8-in. ID, split-spoon sampler. The sampler was 
driven 18 in. tor each sample, using a l4o·lb drive hammer with a drop ot 

30 in. The borings were cased with 3•7/8-in.•ID, tlush•Joint 



drill casing. The bore holes were ed-.renced with a fishtail bit after 

each sa~pling operation, and the casing was levered as the borings vere 

advanced. Graphic logs of the borings are shown on plate 2. 

Dyn'lmic cone penetration~~ 

7. The ni~e dyna~ic cone penetration tests were made vith a cone 

assembly consisting of 5-ft lengths cf 1-5/16-in. steel tubing fitted 

with a €0-degree solid-cone point, 1-5/16 in. in diameter, on the bot-
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tom and a drive head on top. The cone was also driven by means of' a 

14o-lb drive hammer with a drop of 30 in. Penetration resistance was 

measured by the number of blows of the drive hammer required to advance 

the cone 1 ft. The cone penetration resistauces in blows per foot plotted 

against the elevation of the cone point in feet mean sea level-are shown 

on plate 3. 
Foundation soils 

8.- The harbor hnttam_ at the site is covered by approximately 25 

~ of gravelly fine sand containing scattered thin lenses of shell, clay, 

and gravel to approximately elevation -75 ft msl. T'oe sand is underlain 

by approximately 10 ~ of hard gray clay between elevations -75 and -85 

ft msl. Sandy clay and large rocks extend to an unknown depth belov 

elevation -85 ft msl. 

Laboratory Tests 

Classification 

9. A mecllenicsl analysis was made in the laboratory on one repre

sentatL0 sample of typical harbor bottom sand obtained from boring s.3. 
The results are shown on plate 4. All other samples were visually clas

sified in the field. This was necessary because of the absence ot 

laboratory facilities near the ~1te, and is considered adequate in view 

of the uniformity ot the soil. 

Shear tests 
10. Consolidated-drained, direct-shear tests were performed on re

molded specimens of typical harbor bottom sands that would be penetrated 

by the pier spuds. These tests were made on oven-dried specimens in 



both the loose and dense states to determine the minimum and maximum 

shear values that would encompass all conditions. Test results are 
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shown on plate 5. It will be noted that there was only a 3-degree varia

tion in the angle of internal friction between the loose and dense states . 

. for this sand. 

Determination of Spud Penetration Resistance 

Soil values used in analysis 

11. The harbor bottom soil was assumed to be uniform to a depth 

in excess of the depth of penetration of the spuds. The soil values 

used in the computations vere: 

Unit 
Unit Dry Submerged 

¢ Weight Weight 
Cohesion- degrees lhf_cu_ f't_ J:o/_cu_ft_ 

Loose state 0 31 103.5 64 
Dense state 0 34 118.2 74 

Methods of computing 
spud penetration resists~ 

12. In analyzing the penetration resistance of the spuds, it vas 

assumed that they would act in the same manner as large piles or cylin

drical piers. The approximate penetration resistance was cc.mputed at 

various dc:_1ths for bo·::h t."1e maximum and minimum soil strength values. 

For the fi~st 15 ft of renetration (to the elevation of the diaphragm) 

it wes ~elievcd that the spud would cut through the soil end the spud 

penetration resistance would be composed of skin friction on the inner 

and outer walls of the spud plus the end bearing load of the annular ring 

at the bottom of the spud consisting of the spud wall and reinforcing 

ring. Below 15 ft it was believed that a soil plug would form belov the 

diaphragm and the spud penetration resistance would then consist ot skin 

friction on the outside of the spud plus full end bearing ot the spud 

bottan. 
13. The penetration resistance resulting from skin friction betveen 
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O and 15 rt of eobedment and tte total penetration resistance thereaf'ter 

(skin friction plus end bearing load) were computed by the semiempirical 

formula for large piles or caissons given by Terzaghi and Peck* as 

follows: 

where, 

Qd = bearing capacity 

r = radius of spud 

c = cohesion of the soil 

r = unit weight of the soil 

f
8 

= skin friction 

Dr = depth of embedment ot spud 

Nc' Nq' N =- faetol"S d~pendent URQn the shearing strength of the 
1 soil and evaluated in charts in the referenced

publication. 

The first term on the right-hand side of the equation evaluates the end 

bearing and the second term the skin friction. 

14. The end-bearing portion of the penetration resistance from 

0 io 15 ft embeili..ent was assumed to be equivalent to a strip load 1-1/2 
in. wide with a lencth equal to the circumference of the spud. The 

end resistance wru: co:.1puted for various depths by the strip load formula 

given in Rogentog!er**, uhich is: 

P = . Dr1 + _______ 2_c_-:------ + 

tan~(45° - ¢/2) tan(45° - ¢/2) sin2(45° 

vhere, 

- ¢/2) 
b7 1 - ten

4
(45° - ¢/2) 

2 tan5(45° - ¢/2) 

* Karl von Terzaghi and Ralph B. Peck, Soil Mechanics in Engineering 
Practice. John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (1948). 

** Chester A. Hogentogler, Engineering Properties ot Soil. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. (1937). 



P = bearing capacity per unit area 

Df = depth cf embed~ent of spud 

7 = unit weight of soil 

c "'cohesion 

b = half of combined thickness of the annular base of spud 

¢ = angle of internal friction of soil •. 
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15. In computing the penetration resistance, it was believed that-· 

the reinforcing ring in the bottom of the spuds would tend to relieve the 

soil pressures against the inside of the spud wall. However, in the 

computation, the i'ull skin friction was assumed to be acting on both the 

inner and outer walls of the embedded length until a soil plug formed be

neath the diaphragm at a penetration of approximately 15 ft. This as

sumption was based on the belief that the increased density of soil 

entering the bottom of the spud~ and the corresDonding_increase in skin_ 

friction inside the bottom of the spud, would approximately balance the 

decrease in skin friction immediately above the reinforcing ring. There

fore, the total penetration resistance of the spuds for depths of embed

ment of less than 15 ft was found by summatinB both the inside and out

side skin friction with the end-bearing resistance of the annular base 

of the spud. After the soil plug formed in the spu~s in the space below 

the diaphrnsm at a depth of embedment of approxi:::iately 15 ft, the spuds 

would act essentially as though the diaphragm were at the bottom and 

develop full end bearing load. 

Comput~ec. spud pene-tration resistance 

i:,. A brea}:uown of the computed spud penetration resistances at 

various depths of penetration is shown in table 1. A plot of spud pene

tration resistance versus depth of penetration was developed from these 

values for both the minimum and maximum soil values and is shown on 

plate 6. 

Discussion of Pertinent Factors 

Pier barge spud penetration 

17. Under normal operating conditions, 'Wherein cargo is moved ott 
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the pier barges as it is unloaded from ships and is not allowed to ac

cumulate, a minimum operating load of approximately 337 kip would be 

imposed on each spud. In some instances, a storage load .of 200 lb per 

sq ft of deck space, which is half of the maximum structural design 

loading for the pier barges, may be imposed if the cargo is allowed to 

accumulate. This would increase the load by 246 kip per spud or to a 

total load of approximately 583 kip per spud. Therefore, it is consid

ered necessary for the spuds to penetrate sufficiently deep at the time· 

of installation to ~obilize a minimum bearing capacity of 583 kip per 

spud. The spud penetration resistance curves on plate 6 show that a 

spud penetration of 15 or 16 ft is required to mobilize a bearing capac

ity of 583 kip per spud. This depth of per.etra~ion can be achieved only 

by jacking the spuds down individually to refusal by means of the driving 

force available-,- which- is-:-

Capacity of jacks with 150-psi air supply 
Weight of 100-ft spud 
Weight of soil plug in spud below diaphragm 

Platform barge spud penetrati~ 

Kip per Spud 

500 
6o 
27 

Total · 587 

18. The spuds of the platform barges are required to support a 

total operating load of 227 kip per ~pud. The spud penetration resist

ance curves (plate 6) show that o spud penetration of approximately 15 
ft will be required to cob!lize a bearing capacity of 227 kip per spud. 

A spud pe~1etration of 15 ft cannot be obtained through the use ot the 

jacks ai:l .:.ead weight of the barge only. Therefore, it is necessary to 

fill tt~ ~arges with 4 ft of sea water and then jack the spuds to re
f'usal individually. The driving force per spud thus available is: 

Dead weight of barge filled with 4 ft of sea water 
Weight of 100-ft spud 
Weight of soil plug in spud below diephragm 

Dynamic cone pene
tration test results 

Kip per Spu4 

193. 
6o 

Total ~ 

19. The dynamic cone penetration tests at the site showed that the 
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~and in the harbor bottom that will be penetrated has a very higb strength 

and that, qualitatively, the spuds will mobilize large bearing capacity 

with relatively shallow penetration. Previous tests with DeLong piers 

did not include a site with a sand foundation; consequently, correlation 

of spud penetration resistance with dynamic cone penetration resistance 

in sand will not be available until after the pier barges are installed 

at Le Verdon. 

Land tower and land anchor 

20. The land towers are supported on 6- by 6-ft pedestals under 

each tower leg. Bearing to support 4130 lb per sq ft is required tor 

the towers for maximum operatina conditions during a 30-mph wind. The 

land towers at Le Verdon will be on the beach area consisting ot sand. 

Using values of 30 degrees tor the angle of internal :f'riction and 100 lb 

per cu ft- for uni-t- veigh_t_ :for the sand,_ the bearing_ capacit~ ot_ the_~ lv-
6-ft pedestals set at a 2-~ depth will be 9200 lb per sq ft which gives 

a factor of safety of 2.2. The land anchor is nor::ially set to a depth 

or 12 rt, and it is required to resist a total horizontal cable load ot 

6o4 kip during maximum operating conditions during a 30-mph wind. Using 

the above values for the beach sand, the land anchor set at a depth of 

12 ft will resist a total horizontal cable load of 1400 kip which gives 

a factor of safety of 2.3. 

Conclusions 

21. The tests performed on the foundation soils shov that a pene

tration of 15 to 16 ft can be obtained with the spud driving force and 

that this penetration will mobilize sufficient bearing capacity to sup

port the loaded piers. This penetration also should provide adequate 

protection against scour around the spuds and insure a stable installa

tion. With the spuds expected to penetrate only approximately 15 ft 

into the cobesionless foundation sands, the jacks will be adequate tor. 

pulling the spuds if required. 

22. The foundation conditions will permit erection ot the pier at 

any location in the area tested by the soil survey team, within limits 
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or the length or the spuds, allOl."ing for 15-ft penetration into the soil. 

A suggested location of the pier and tramway is shown in plan on plate 1 

and a cross section of the installation is shown on plate 7. This loca

tion was selected primarily from a foundation standpoint, but it would 

place the pier in a fairly uniform depth of water sUfficient to allow 

docking of 30-ft-draft vessels at normal low tide with the vessel lying 

nearly parallel to the flow of the local current. The tramway, which 

must run frcm the pier to the shore along a line coinciding with the 

longitudinal axis oz the pier, would terminate beyond the railway tracks 

and highway (see plate l) in an area adaptable as an intratransit area. 



Table l 

Computed Spud Resistances~sus Depth of Penetration 

Depth Of Bearing for 
Penetration Skin Fricticn Annular Base ot End Bearing Total 

in Soil kip Bottom of Spud of Spud Resistance 
ft Outside Inside kip kip kip 

Using Minimum Soil Values 

5 9.1 8.9 7.5 ------ 25.5 

10 36.3 35.6 15.0 ------ 86.9 

15 82.0. 80.0 22.2 ------ 181...2 

15 82.0 755.0 837.0 

16 94.o 798.0 892.0 

Using Maximum Soil Values 

5 11.8 11.6 11.0 ------ 34.4 

10 47.2 46.4 22.0 ------ 115.6 

15 106.2 104.4 33.0 ------ 243.6 

15 106.2 1263.0 1369,2 

16 120.0 1340.o 146o.O 
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